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Bathing Machines and Mauchline Ware
resorts employed a professional ‘dipper’, a strong person
of the same sex who both pushed the bathers into the
water and then pulled them out, apparently all part of the
‘bathing experience’.
When the bather was ready to come ashore, a small
flag could be raised on the machine as a sign to the driver
to pull the cart back.
With bathing machines such a key part of beach
etiquette, it is scarcely surprising that looking closely at
many transfer items from seaside resorts, bathing
machines form part of the picture. Within the transfer
data base, among the places with transfers showing
bathing machines are: Felixstowe, Hastings,

T

hese days, while the more hardy amongst us still
enjoy a summertime dip at British seaside resorts,
the days of the beach bathing machines are long
gone, their use having more or less died out by the
outbreak of the First World War. From the mideighteenth century, however, they were the necessary
prerequisite to allow ladies to enjoy the increasingly
praised benefits of sea bathing, whilst yet preserving their
modesty. The earliest definite evidence for the use of
bathing machines is in a 1736 Scarborough engraving of
people bathing. Their use was popularised by Benjamin
Beale, at Margate in Kent, in the middle of the
eighteenth century. The machines were roofed and
walled wooden carts on wheels. People entered them
fully clothed while they were parked on the beach. Inside,
they changed into their bathing suits and placed their
clothes in a raised compartment to keep them dry while
the cart was moved into the sea. The use of the Margate
machines was described in 1805:
four-wheeled carriages, covered with canvas, and having
at one end of them an umbrella of the same materials
which is let down to the surface of the water, so that the
bather descending from the machine by a few steps is
concealed from the public view, whereby the most refined
female is enabled to enjoy the advantages of the sea with
the strictest delicacy
By the mid-nineteenth century, bathing machines
were a common feature on Britain’s beaches. The
majority were drawn into the water by horses; some by
human propulsion, others travelled on railway lines or
were moved by a cable attached to a steam engine. Once
the cart was in the water, bathers descended a short
ladder from the seaward door into the sea. The presence
of the bathing machine between the bather and
spectators on the shore further protected modesty. Some

Mablethorpe, Southend, Tenby, Walton on Naze, and
Worthing. A guidebook to Portobello, with McFarlane
tartan covers, Paterson’s Coloured Views in and around
Portobello, with Historical Accounts of the Different Places,
includes a superb picture of the beach and its bathing
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From the Editor’s Desk
Welcome to what one must ruefully describe as the ‘summer’
edition of the Journal. As we discovered on a recent visit to
Newark, such weather does not even provide a good excuse for antique hunting!
With the journal comes the first of the supplements for last year’s book, and a
folder in which to keep them. We plan to produce these supplements annually - so
if you know of anything you feel should be recorded in one of them, please let me
know. There was a disappointing response to my request for Dickens pieces - if
you didn’t get round to sending me yours, please do so now. The photo feature for
the December issue is on pieces showing birds and wild animals. All contributions
welcome.
Jane Bowen
machines The Promenade, looking towards Joppa. Among
the scenes on the small, slightly risqué snuff boxes,
popular at the end of the nineteenth century, is one with
the title Poor Smith can’t find his Machine with the
implication that the man is less lost and more a ‘peeping
Tom’.
The pièce de résistance of Mauchline Bathing
Machines however,
must surely be this
splendid trinket box
acquired last year at the
N.E.C.! The one strange
thing about it is that
the transfers shown on
it are all from Inverary,
which, delightful spot
though it is, I cannot
believe ever had any
bathing machines
parked on its shingle
beach.

A Dishonest Boxmaker?
This report was seen in the Glasgow Courier of
15th December 1835:

Case of Forgery – The following case has excited
very great interest in the neighbourhood of
Cumnock – George Murdoch, box-maker,
Auchinleck, had been in the habit of executing
orders for boxes for Messrs. Davies & Co.,
Jewellers, Glasgow, who, it may be important to
remark, generally paid him in cash, while he had
frequently returned from disposing of his goods in
Glasgow with bills in their name, and deceived the
Ayrshire Banking Company’s Office at Cumnock,
where he discounted them, by pretending that such
was the Messrs. Davies’ mode of payment. In the
beginning of November last, a bill for £50, which
he had drawn on these gentlemen, and discounted at
Cumnock, at six months, fell due, and he proceeded
to Glasgow and retired it there, the bill being
payable at the Messrs. Davies’ shop. The Messrs.
Davies having received previous intimation that
such a bill was lying at one of the Glasgow banks,
disowned it, refused payment, and gave orders that
should any person appear to retire it, to have them
apprehended. Murdoch appeared under a feigned
name, and retired the bill, with notes of the
Ayrshire bank, from which it now appears that he
had retired the old by drawing a new bill. The
authorities had him conveyed to Ayr Jail, and a
precognition was taken in the case, and transmitted
to Crown Counsel; and Murdoch was subsequently
admitted to bail, in consequence of ill health. It now
appears that several other bills of the same
description as the above are in existence. The
Sheriff and Procurator-Fiscal took a precognition at
Cumnock on Monday last; but Murdoch was not
then forthcoming. - Ayr Advertiser. [This, we
suppose, is the case lately referred to in the
Glasgow papers.]

P.S. It has been suggested that my box is the wrong
shape for a bathing machine, they generally being higher
rather than longer (like the successor modern beach huts),
but it was sold to me as a ‘bathing machine’, and for the
purposes of this article at least that’s the story I’m
sticking to.
Jane Bowen
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NEWS AND EVENTS
Chairman’s Report on June 2012 Committee Meeting

A

s it was almost impossible to fix a date in June when most of the Committee could meet, I decided to convene a
‘virtual’ meeting conducting our deliberations by email. Although straightforward issues could be decided this
way, it proved a poor substitute for face-to-face discussion so henceforward we will meet in person.
We approved plans for increasing the Club subscription rates from January 2013 which our Treasurer, Don Pain,
had proposed and which are described below. We are pleased to have held the rates unchanged for ten years, but faced
with increasing costs, particularly with steep rises in postal costs over the last two years, we regret the necessity for
making an increase now.
Jan Pain, our Membership Secretary, informed us that at the beginning of June we have 202 members with six
new members so far this year and we are pleased that the membership is holding up so well.
Pat Wiseman, our Scottish representative, told us that she has organised a display of Mauchline Ware in her local
library at Helensburgh. Do go and see it if you are in the area.
After the very successful Caen meeting described in this Journal, we look forward to the meeting in Warwick on
1st December for a private view of Robert Bleasdale’s Mauchline Ware auction in the historic Lord Leycester Hospital.
We approved Jane Bowen’s plan for a meeting in Coldstream on 12th May 2013 in connection with the Flodden
500 exhibition to which Jane is making a major contribution on behalf of the Club. We agreed to contribute £100
towards the publicity leaflet for this exciting project and hope that it will also give the Club welcome publicity. We now
await with anticipation the Eastbourne Convention which John Downer and Frances Leslie are organising, especially as
John told us that there has been a very encouraging number of members wishing to attend.
We discussed the Web Site, having received very encouraging figures on ‘hits’ and want to pass on to Charles the
appreciation of members for this first-rate facility. To add greater variety and interest members are encouraged to send
in photographs of interesting pieces of Mauchline Ware in all finishes.
Nobody has contacted me about my exhortation for members to put themselves forward as candidates to join the
Committee, and I again ask everybody to think hard about this. We really do need to consider how important it is for
the Club to spread the burden of organising our activities, to seek new ideas and directions, and to encourage future
office-holders. We would like as much input from the membership as possible when we discuss this matter at our next
meeting, which will take place during the Eastbourne Convention and should comprise all members of the Committee
including Jim and Lisa Oosterman, our North American representatives.
William Hodges

M

Membership Subscriptions

embers may be aware of the considerable increase in United Kingdom postal charges, which took effect at
the beginning of May this year. As a result, the Committee have felt it necessary to consider the impact
this is going to have on our expenses.
In a normal year, postages account for over 15% of our expenditure, but, with the latest increases for both
United Kingdom and overseas mail, it is anticipated this figure will rise significantly. After holding the present
subscription rates for ten years, we feel, in the circumstances, we have no alternative but to announce the following
changes from the 1st January 2013:
• United Kingdom - £21.00 (£20 if paid by Standing Order).
• European – 40.00 euros (£24.00)
overseas rates also include a bank handling fee.
• Rest of the World – US $50.00 (£27.00)
Those members who already use the Banker’s Order facility should await a further communication from the Hon.
Treasurer, Don Pain, before taking any action.

A

Acknowledgment

big thank you to everybody who contacted me
after David died. So many letters, cards and
telephone calls. It was a great comfort to have
your good wishes at such a sad time and to know how
much he was appreciated by you all. The Club has been
such a large part of our lives, I very much appreciated
having some members with us when we celebrated his
life. I look forward to renewing friendships in
Eastbourne.
Christabelle Davey

An interesting tartan memo pad - can anyone identify the
Parian figure?
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From the Fernery...

W

Fore-edge Painting on a Fern Ware Book

e recently bought a book with Fern Ware boards to add to our collection. It’s a copy of The Poetical Works of
William Cowper published by Thomas Nelson & Sons in 1870 (No. 29 in the Census of Books bound in
Mauchline Boards, available on the Club Web Site). It bears an inscription dated March 28th 1873 and a
pencilled price of £6-6-0 is on the front inside board, unfortunately not the price we paid! Like most contemporary
examples, it has a leather spine and the arrangements of the ferns are attractively positioned. However the outstanding
delight of the book is that it carries a fore-edge painting of a cathedral set in the landscape. It has been suggested that
this might represent Worcester or Hereford Cathedrals especially as there seems to be a river nearby. We welcome any
suggestions as to the location.
We are grateful to Anthony Baker of Timshel Books in Staunton, Virginia from whom we bought the book, for
permission to use his photographs, since he has managed to capture the quality of the painting so clearly.
William and Ruth Hodges

M

Regency Beaux on Mauchline
argaret Wilsher recently sent this charming sedan chair picture and about the same time this couple in some
pleasure gardens, possibly Vauxhall, appeared on a chemist’s box. Was this style of decoration fashionable
towards the end of the 19th century, and are any more designs known?
Ed.
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An Unexpected Present

A

electrify the light. Before the building could be
completed, however, paraffin oil had become available
and was found to be so economical and efficient that it
was used instead. It was not until 1936 that the
lighthouse was finally electrified!

t the beginning of the year, we celebrated Burns’
Night with friends. During the evening, I was
given a Mauchline paper knife which our friend
had found at a recent antique fair, and bought for me,
knowing my interest in such things. The transfer on it
was of a lighthouse, and while the transfer itself
prevented any caption appearing on the front, on the
back was the legend High Light, Lowestoft. As Lowestoft
is not somewhere I know, once I got home, I looked up
the High Light on the internet. What I found added
considerably to the interest of the piece.
Originally there were, apparently, two lights, the
High Light and, not surprisingly, the Low Light,
marking a passage through the channel to the harbour
entrance. The High Light was the first lighthouse ever
erected by the Brotherhood of Trinity House in 1609. At
that time it was made of wood, and lit by tallow candles.
In 1676 it was replaced by a stone building, when the
diarist, Samuel Pepys was in charge, as a plaque inside
the lighthouse still proclaims:
Erected by the brotherhood of Trinity House, Deptford
Strond in the Mastership of Samuel Pepys, Esq.,
Secretary of Ye Admiralty of England A.D. 1676.
Now it was lit by a coal fire. In 1778 it was
‘modernised’, with the fire replaced by a new glass
lantern, seven feet high and six feet in diameter. Within
this was a cylinder covered with 4,000 small mirrors
which reflected light from a circle of oil lamps around
them. This arrangement became known as the spangle
light, and although to our minds it may seem somewhat
Heath-Robinsonish, in its day it was at the cutting edge
of technology, making the light visible for a radius of 20
miles. In 1798, there were further improvements when

The transfer shown on my paper knife is
particularly interesting, in that while it shows the ‘new’
lighthouse, the keepers’ cottages surrounding are still
single storey. These were later replaced by two storey

houses – so the engraving must have been made at the
very point of transition. Ivan Bunn of the Lowestoft
Record Office tells me that while the lighthouse itself was
opened in 1873, the building on the site was not
completed until 1874. This would seem to give a very
precise date of 1873/4 for the transfer on my paper knife.
Jane Bowen
Lowestoft High Light pre 1874, courtesy of Trinity House

My thanks for help received from Ivan Bunn and from the
excellent website of Suffolk Heritage Direct; also to Vikki
Gilson of Trinity House, from whose website
www.trinityhouse.co.uk further information can be
obtained.

the mirror system was replaced by Argand oil lamps and
silvered parabolic reflectors. A century later, in 1874, the
lighthouse was replaced by the building shown in my
transfer. The new building was due to a decision to
5

The Blair Castle Auction

O

expressed his
decided opinion
that it would
never do. The
experiment was
made however,
and it proved a great hit. Thousands of boxes have since been
turned out in this style.
This group of boxes sold for £1,500.
William Fordyce Blair had joined the Navy in
1819 at the age of 14, and saw service in the Greek War of
Independence, and off China where he was involved in

n the 14th and 15th of March 2012, Lyon and
Turnbull, the Edinburgh Auctioneers, sold the
contents of Blair Castle, near Dalry in Ayrshire.
This is reputedly the oldest continually inhabited castle
in Scotland, with a Norman tower believed to date to
1105. A mouth watering range of beautiful and historic
furniture went under the hammer, together with various
collections amassed by the Blair Family over the
centuries. Of particular interest from the Club’s point of
view were a number of Mauchline Ware lots. There was
a beautiful Regency Workbox with a penwork picture of
Drumtochty Castle on the lid, and small interior lids
decorated with
various

birds. This
bore Charles Stiven’s
stamp and was dated in the
catalogue to 1815. It fetched £4,800. A collection of
Tartan Ware pieces sold for a further £3,000, while a lot
of eight card and other cases, some with Scoto-niello
decoration fetched £800. The most unusual Mauchline lot,
however, was a set of four apparently fairly standard
boxes. One bore a photograph of Blair Castle. The other
three, however, bore portraits of members of the Blair
family – the largest (230
x 80 x 280 mm) carried a
picture of Captain
William Fordyce Blair,
the 25th Laird, 1841 1888; the next in size (190
x 60 x 150 mm), that of
his son, Colonel Frederick
Gordon Blair, the 26th
Laird (1888 -1943); and
the smallest (180 x 60 x 145 mm) Mary Blair, nee Baird,
Frederick’s wife. Such personal photographs on
Mauchline Ware are not common, and a note in the
auction catalogue refers to
an 1879 press cutting
which referred to the
William Fordyce Blair
portrait and stated that it
is noteworthy as the first
ever done in this style. It
was the notion of the
captain’s own to have his
portrait put on a box lid; but
when he made the suggestion
to the ingenious Mr. Smith
of Mauchline that
gentleman laughed and

Colonel Frederick Gordon Blair and his wife Mary

the suppression of pirates. After succeeding to the title in
1841, he proved to be a caring landlord, opening up the
grounds of Blair to the local people, and building a new
public hall in Dalry. He was also a great and eclectic
collector, and it was probably he who acquired the
various Mauchline items. Frederick, his son, joined the
Ayrshire Yeomanry in 1872, at the age of 18, before going
out to India with the 14th Hussars. Subsequently, he
served with distinction in the Second Boer War, and
acted as Aide de Camp to King George V during the First
World War. He was the last owner to hold the title ‘Laird
of Blair’.
Interestingly, about the same time as the Blair
sale, Ron Craig came across another box with what was
clearly a personal photograph on the lid. In this instance
it showed a family standing outside a house in the street,
possibly in
Mauchline,
apparently
waiting for some
event. Sadly
neither the
family nor the
event can be
identified (unless
one of you knows
differently!), but
perhaps we can
attribute the fact that it exists at all to the idea and
influence of Captain William Fordyce Blair.
Thanks are due to Lyon & Turnbull Auctioneers both for the
information and the use of their copyright photographs, to
Ron Craig for the photograph of his box and to William
Hodges for drawing my attention to the Auction Sale. Ed.

Captain William Fordyce Blair
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The East Indiaman Jane Dunlop
National Museum of Scotland
781/H.NQ472
'Long looked for is come at last.'

‘Asia’

Nelson’s Victory

Sail Away!
Following the article on the Asia in the last issue,
Morag Nicolson asked what named boats were
known on Mauchline Ware.
This is the result.
US Naval Ships

‘Atlanta’ U.S.N.

‘Baltimore’ U.S.N.

‘New York’ U.S.N.

Lifeboats

Aldeburgh ‘The George Houndsfield’

‘Herbert Ingram’ Skegness

The Yacht ‘Conqueror’

Clyde Steamers

‘Lord of the Isles’
Canadian Steamer ‘Columbia’
‘Iona’
7

Unnamed, but possibly identifiable

Probably ‘Rob Roy’
on Loch Katrine

Florida steamer possibly
‘Astatula’ or ‘Osceola’
‘Castalia’

- see Journal
No.73 April 2010

A Rothesay fishing Smack

M

With thanks to Roger Asquith, Diana
Christian, Sheila Donnelly, Charles
Hamer, Alistair & Barbara Haughan,
Ian McFeeters, Morag & Ian Nicolson,
Michael Stewart, Pat Wiseman, and
the National Museum of Scotland.
Folkestone - Boulogne Ferry

Ballochmyle Creamery and Seafoam

ost members will be aware of the
existence of small bowling chalk
containers, carrying a transfer of
Ballochmyle Creamery and an
advertisement for Seafoam. It may be more
of a surprise to some to realise that Seafoam
was an early form of margarine – somehow
the name and the substance do not seem to
sit easily together.
Recently, whilst searching for some
other information on the website catalogue
of the National Library of Scotland, I
noticed that they listed a book with the title
Ballochmyle Creamery Co., Mauchline Ayrshire. How the
home of Seafoam margarine has developed. Coincidentally,
a visit to Edinburgh provided an opportunity to see this
book.
Book is perhaps rather a misnomer – the document
which was produced resembled an old fashioned
photograph album, about 20 landscape quarto pages of a
grey drawing paper, with photographs or text only on one
side of the page. The photographs traced the building of
the Creamery, from its origins on the site of an eighteenth
century lint mill through four building developments,
ending with the building shown on the chalk holder,
which was completed in 1911. There were also
photographs of beautiful landscaped gardens at the
Creamery, and a single photograph of the Creamery
machinery.
On the front cover was a photograph of a rough sea
scene, which the book said was painted by W. L. Leitch
while he was an apprentice at the Mauchline box works,
and before he went on to become tutor in painting to
Queen Victoria. Although it was not said explicitly, this,

presumably, was the origin of
the name of the margarine.
The rest of the book contents
can best be described as the
company’s bragging book!
• We claim that we were
the first
Rough sea similar to that shown
manufacturers in
on the cover, from a Leitch
Europe to recognize
painting
the value of Vegetable
Fat and the first to employ them.
• We claim that SEAFOAM MARGARINE is the
first Butter substitute made from Vegetable Fats.
• We claim that SEAFOAM MARGARINE is the
Best Butter substitute that has ever been offered
to the Baking Trade.
• We claim that SEAFOAM MARGARINE is
superior in every respect to any butter but the
choicest and most expensive. It is a sweet, clean,
buttery article.
• We claim that SEAFOAM MARGARINE has a
more extensive use among bakers than any other
single butter substitute that has ever been offered.
• Our claims are admitted by nearly all the bakers in
this country; and finally
• Our Competitors have kindly pointed out to us
that the success of SEAFOAM MARGARINE for
baking purposes is due to the unique peculiarity of
our water supply – it is unlimited in quantity,
perfect in quality, and costs nothing.
Stork, eat your heart out!
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Jane Bowen

A Rare Hand-Painted
Dress MacPherson
Spool Box

T

his delightful piece of Mauchline Ware features the MacPherson tartan and is adorned with the MacPherson
Clan Crest. The box then opens up to reveal royal blue velvet lining and 16 compartments to hold different sized
spools of thread. The crest is hand painted on top of the tartan as the bright coloured tartan is visible upon
inspection through the paint. The crest on the box depicts the image of a cat sitting on top of the coat of arms which
itself depicts a boat and 2 daggers. The words ‘Touch not the cat but the glove,’ are written underneath the crest. The
meaning of the crest refers to the glove being off the cat’s paw with his claws uncovered. It is a historical reference to the
violent natures and attitudes of the family and warns other clans to not get involved in the MacPhersons’ personal
affairs. Although, in most crest images, the cat is shown to be holding its paw in the air, unusually, here both front paws
are on the ground. The name MacPherson comes from the Gaelic for son of the parson, who, in the Middle Ages was not
the priest but the Church Steward, collecting the taxes for the area, in this case, the town and district of Kingussie, and
the man who held that post in the 11th century is believed to have been called Muriach. The MacPhersons trace their
descent from his second son, Ewan Ban. During the Scottish Wars of Independence, the clan came together with the
MacIntoshes, to form the Chattan Confederation, fighting for Robert the Bruce against his enemies, the Comyn clan.
The success of the Chattan Confederation resulted in their growth in power in the succeeding centuries. During the 1745
rebellion, the MacPhersons fought on the side of Bonnie Prince Charlie and, after Culloden, their chief, Ewan
MacPherson of Cluny, was forced into hiding for nine years with £1000 on his head, before escaping to France. To this
day, the MacPhersons, led by Sir William MacPherson, are still an important clan in the Chattan Confederation. The
clan itself is still a very active one with over 2,500 members worldwide, holding activities and Highland Games on a
regular basis.
Emma Connor

I

Who hasn’t heard of Mauchline?

recently visited an Antiques shop in the small town of Winchcombe, just a few miles from my home.
The stock was largely furniture with some china and other small items dotted around. Thus, I did not expect the
word ‘Mauchline’ to even register.
However, a number of Jasper Wedgewood items caught my eye and I asked the shopkeeper, who had been
hovering in the background, if he could tell me anything about them. He told me that they were not his but belonged to
a friend so regretfully he was unable to help. I then asked whether he ever had Treen items, especially Mauchline Ware
and was surprised when he replied that he used to have lots of it. He even had a small Shire Album in the subject which
he said was very useful. I was about to ask him whether he would like it signed, when the only other person in the shop
called, ‘I’ve got that book too’ I hadn’t noticed the quiet arrival of a tall middle aged gentleman who, having heard the
magic word ‘Mauchline’ said ‘I was born in Mauchline!’. Now, how often does a thing like that happen?
John Baker
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MWCC in Caen

N

ormandy in springtime more than lived
up to its promise. Brilliant blue skies and
warm sunshine greeted the eighteen
members of the club who made their way to Caen
to enjoy the Chabots' hospitality and the delights
of Colette's Mauchline Ware collection, with only
a very occasional shower and a sometimes chilly
wind to remind us that summer was yet a month
away. Our hotel Le Dauphin, proved a most
comfortable base, providing excellent breakfasts
Castle from the English Barbican
and award winning dinners. For the historians
amongst us (and which Mauchline Ware collector
has not some interest in history?), the fact that it
incorporated some of the buildings of a mediaeval
Crusaders' Convent added to its interest. It was
also a stone's throw from William the Conqueror's
castle, while the beautiful abbeys founded by
William and his wife Matilda were also within
easy reach, as was the town centre and the port,
Le Dauphin and the Convent remains
L’Abbaye-aux-Dames founded by Matilda so that even on a short stay it was possible to fit
in some excellent sightseeing in the time available, and discover the reality behind
Caen's Mauchline transfers of the mediaeval church of St. Pierre and L'Abbaye des Hommes, founded by William in 1063.

Members began to arrive on Thursday 10th May, but it was not until Tuesday 15th, that we were all gathered, and
enjoyed a celebratory meal in the hotel, during which Andy Wiseman thanked Colette and Jean Patrice (impressively in
French!) for all their work in preparing for this meeting and took the opportunity to present Colette, on behalf of the
club, with a small Mauchline rouge pot.

Andy thanks
Colette and
Jean-Patrice

Colette and Jean-Patrice open
their gift

With
thanks to
all who
provided
photos for
this article.
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Lynne and Jackie with the pot

Colette’s Collection
The following afternoon we made our way to the Chabots' house, where we were greeted most warmly and fell to
appreciating both the wide variety of Colette's collection and the numerous unusual pieces which it contained. We also
enjoyed the wide range of Colette and Jean Patrice's other collections, and, after a most enjoyable champagne 'tea'
accompanied by delicious patisseries, the afternoon ended with our being entertained by music from some of Jean
Patrice's wonderful collection of music boxes.

Pat and Peter discuss the British pieces

Colette and Pam get down
to detail

Ruth and Betty admire Colette’s handbag

William thanks Colette and Jean-Patrice, in his best French, while
Lynne and Andy look on

Jane, Colette and Leslie discuss the display

Sheila, Ruth and Jane enjoy the champagne

Some interesting pieces from
Colette’s collection

Colette and Don enjoy the occasion

Jean-Patrice entertains us with one of
his many music boxes
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A Snuffbox with 6 Hunting Scenes after Robert Frankland’s
1811 Engravings ‘Indispensable Accomplishments’

I

n the reserve collection of the National Museum in Edinburgh is a snuff box (Ref NQ 409 1963.1077), with all six
surfaces decorated in penwork, showing hunting scenes with the riders with their red coats coloured in. These
correspond with the set of six numbered engravings by Robert Frankland with original hand colouring which were
published on June 14, 1811 by H. Humphrey, No 27 St James’s Street, London. The snuff box scenes are captioned
exactly as the engravings, apart from No. 2 which has a shortened caption. Engravings 2 and 5 appear on the snuff box
in mirror image, but all have minor differences to the penwork scenes, as might be expected. The box measures
81x59x25mm. and has Crawford of Cumnock's mark stamped vertically in the base.
Robert Frankland (1784-1849), the son of Sir Thomas Frankland, 6th Baronet of Thirkleby Hall, near Thirsk, was
a talented amateur artist. Robert succeeded to the baronetcy on his father's death in 1831. Then, in 1836, he succeeded
to the estates of Sir Robert Greenhill Russell (including Chequers, near Aylesbury, in Buckinghamshire, later the official
country residence of British Prime Ministers). Thereupon he assumed the name of Russell in addition to his own. Robert
was M.P. for Thirsk from 1815 to 1834, and High Sheriff of Yorkshire in 1838. He engraved these six humorous hunting
scenes in a folio titled Indispensable Accomplishments. The rationale behind the prints was given on the engraved title
page, and signed by Billesdon Coplow, Frankland’s nom de plume:
Ev’ry species of ground ev’ry Horse does not suit;
What’s a good Country Hunter may here prove a Brute;
And, unless for all sorts of strange fences prepar’d,
A Man and his Horse are sure to be scar’d.
As every Country Gentleman may not comprehend the force of this expression, he ought to know, that the Meltonians hold
every Horse cheap, which cannot Go along a slapping pace, Stay at that pace, Skim ridge & furrow, Catch his Horses, Top a
flight of Rails, Come well into the next field, Charge an Ox fence, Go in and out clever, Face a Brook, Swish at a Rasper, and in
short, Do all that kind of thing, phrases so plain & intelligible, that it’s impossible to mistake their meaning. That Horse is held
in the same contempt in Leicestershire, as a Coxcomb holds a Country Bumpkin. In vulgar Countries, (i.e. all others) where
these Accomplishments are not Indispensable, he may be a
Hunter.
Michael Stewart

Front

1. Going along a slapping pace

Right side
'Topping a flight of Rails'
With thanks to the National Museum of Scotland; James Harvey
British Art website - www.jhba.co.uk and the David Brass Books
website www.davidbrassrarebooks.com

2. Topping a flight of Rails and coming well into the next field
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Left side

3. Charging an Ox-fence

4. Going in and out clever
Base

Back

5. Facing a Brook

6. Swishing at a Rasper
Lid
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Another Hunting Snuffbox
Coincidentally, Erik Mondron sent pictures of this splendid hunting snuffbox in his collection.

R

Pont Roulant de St. Malo

ecently, Charles Hamer sent me a number of transfer pictures for adding to the data base. Among them was
one of a most strange looking piece of engineering, labelled Pont Roulant de St. Malo. This was the answer of
French engineer, Alexandre Leroyer, to the difficulties involved in enabling people in St. Malo, to reach SaintServain on the other side of the port entrance, without the necessity of a four kilometre diversion. The key problem was
that the high tidal range at St. Malo made a standard bridge impractical. What Leroyer designed was a 40 foot high,
7 metre by 6 metre platform which moved on metre high wheels, on a railway laid at the bottom of the sea, and pulled
by cables operated by a 10 horse power steam engine at one side of the harbour. In front of the wheels was what is
described as a ‘stone hunting system’, presumably to avoid the risk of derailment. It began work in 1873. The trip across
the river mouth took only two minutes – making 11 crossings in the day, from 6.00 a.m to 7 p.m. in summer, whatever
the state of the tide. It carried 50 passengers at a time, who paid a penny to travel outside and double that to enter the
cabin.
The Pont Roulant operated for 50 years with only two significant interruptions:
• in February 1889, in a bad storm, a ship was grounded on the rails, resulting in the Pont Roulant being
derailed; and
• in 1909, a fire led to temporary closure and the electrification of the machinery.
On November 8th 1922, however, a Norwegian cargo ship, the Brawn, broke her moorings in a storm and drove
into the bridge. This time the damage was so great that it was considered beyond repair and, in February 1923, the Pont
Roulant was formally withdrawn from service.
It is generally believed that Magnus Volk, Brighton’s enthusiastic electrical engineer, copied the idea of the Pont
Roulant when he built the Brighton and Rottingdean Seashore Electric Railway, otherwise known as ‘Daddy Longlegs’
in 1896. This also features on Mauchline Ware, and David Davey provided an article about it for the April Journal of
1999 (Number 40).
Ed.
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Box Making Reborn

W

e suddenly realised where we are from and
what is on our doorstep – Kilmarnock;
perhaps not the town most noted for being
steeped in history and culture, but you don’t have to dig
too deep. Situated in the west of Scotland, it was once
well known for its heavy industry and whisky. But it is
also known for creating a first. It was in Kilmarnock that
Burns’ Poems Chiefly In the
Scottish dialect were first
published by John Wilson
on his printing press, the
only one in Ayrshire at that
time. With that in mind,
Peter Smith of the
Technical Department at
Grange Academy,
Kilmarnock, produced a
model of the original press
used by him to produce the
famous first work. It is a
beautiful example of
craftsmanship and careful
study that shows a pride in
Miniature Printing Press
where we come from; built
to a scale of 1:10, using the original plans from the
Smithsonian Institute in the United States of America.
Models of the press have been gifted by the school and
East Ayrshire Council to South Africa, Madeira and Hong
Kong; and Grange Academy hopes to ensure there is one
in each continent by the end of 2012.
With this in mind, we realised how valuable and
precious our inheritance is. We were faintly aware that
the aftermath of Burns’ death led to a spin off industry
that became part of the Burnsania of the time Mauchline Ware. Mauchline? A very wee town, only 15
minutes’ drive from our school. What is Mauchline Ware?
Mauchline boxes? Many of us didn’t know. But there
were pupils who spoke of grannies with boxes and
someone has an uncle with a collection. And the bells of
our heritage were ringing faintly. A frenzy of research
began: we looked at different types of wood and designs
and visited museums. And our wonderful Techy boys
tried a first, then a second…… After hearing the
eminent Thomas Keith from New York speak at Glasgow
University, we knew we were on the right track. Peter
Smith, technical design teacher looked at older designs

and produced his own: the carved saltire with removable
lid and one that was hinged, a treasure of highly polished
wood, carefully crafted in mahogany and ash.
At Grange Academy we have not missed a trick.
Another jewel in our crown is our Gaelic Department,
where probationer teacher, Alison Kennedy has a
classroom. Alison, from the Isle of Lewis, has connections
with neighbouring Harris; home of the famous Harris
Tweed. As a result, we have an original and truly
Scottish concept: Mauchline boxes lined with authentic
Harris Tweed.
This year has been one of piloting our ideas and
experimenting with design and different materials with
which to produce the boxes. Visits to local galleries,
museums and shops have proven we have a market.
Buyers and local business people enthusiastically offer
display space and enquire about price and where and
when the boxes can be purchased. These iconic works of
art have created quite a stir, and our aim is to sustain this
interest and produce boxes to order, for those interested
in Scotland; Burns; Mauchline Ware; and Ayrshire. Our
reproduction Mauchline Ware was launched at
Kilmarnock’s Dick Institute, where pupils presented the
work that we have done, our boxes, and our aims to take
our idea forward.
The school now has a laser cutter with which we
can train pupils to create individual pieces – bespoke and
made to order. In August, pupils will begin to design and
produce neo Mauchline Ware using the new laser cutter.
Not only will some students be taught these valuable
skills, but others will play an integral role in marketing;
selling; finance and looking for links, on a global scale,
with Caledonian and Burns Societies, and any other
organisations or individuals with an interest in the Scots
and things that are Scottish. We already have buyers and
an interest, as mentioned above, but we look forward to
exploring new markets.
Jean Hillhouse

Miss Jean Hillhouse, Principal Teacher of Scottish Studies, and Mr Tom
Barclay, Principal Teacher of Design and Technology

Grange Academy pupils with their boxes
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Those Tireless Victorians

A

Diamond Jubilee

I

transfer-printed rhombus-shaped pin holder
depicts contrasting Victorian
views in Cheshire of
industrial and architectural
interest.
The first view lies to the
west of the county in what is
now better known as The
Wirral. It shows Joseph
Paxton’s splendid Roman
style boat-house in
Birkenhead Park, the first
publicly funded park in the
world, which was opened in 1847.
(Paxton’s Prince’s Park in
Liverpool pre-dates it, but was
privately funded.) A modern
photograph reveals the boat-house has
recently been restored and boasts a new terracotta roof.
In the scene of Runcorn Railway Bridge, which
was designed by William Baker and completed in 1868
after seven years’ construction, it is possible to detect a
single masted Mersey flat, which would have been a
common sight on the river at the beginning of the 20th
century. These double-ended barges, built of oak and
pitch pine, could carry up to 80 tons of cargo and they
plied their trade under sail until the 1930s when only
about 20 remained.

n the April Journal, I
asked if members had
any examples of pieces
produced for Victoria’s
Diamond Jubilee. No
examples were forthcoming
but Isle of Man member Ann
Harrison kindly sent this
photo of a Golden Jubilee dice
shaker. William Hodges,
however, drew my attention to
a piece which had previously
been sold on e-bay but about which we both had some
reservations. He also found on the website of the Whistle
Museum what does appear to be a genuine photographic
whistle for the Diamond Jubilee.
http://whistlemuseum.com/2009/05/10/mauchline-ware-sim.aspx
Unfortunately it has not proved possible to contact the
webmaster for permission to use the picture of this item.
Ed.

An Unusual Tartan Barrel

T

ony Connor wonders if
we have any
suggestions as to the
purpose of this quite large
tartan barrel (height c.135
mm). Thirteen holes (dia.
c.18 mm) pierce the inner
tray, but Tony says that
despite being a diameter
suitable for cigars the shaping
of the barrel would prevent the
outer ring being used for this purpose. Have any
members an alternative suggestion for its use?

We can certainly date these two edifices as post
1868, though their construction is nearly 20 years apart.
One likes to imagine itinerant engravers roaming the
county in an endeavour to keep up with the latest
building work!
Jan Pain

A

Wildfowling

ustralian members Joan and Stuart
Wilson sent in this photograph of one of
their snuff boxes showing a Wildfowling
scene in response to my request for ‘other hunting
pictures’. This certainly seems to be less common
than the hunting scenes featured elsewhere in this
journal, but do other members know differently?
Ed.
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Needle Boxes – Curiosity Solved

H

aving read Jane’s article on two needle boxes in the April Journal
(No.79), I was interested in the inscription on the base of the boxes. It
said to me Registered Design. Was it or was it not? Having posed this
intriguing question, I set out on the well-worn path to the National Archives at
Kew, on the trail of William Smith.
As the inscription had not said Registered Design, which started with the Diamond Mark Designs Act, 1842, I
investigated the Design Copyright Act 1839, which had immediately preceded the 1842 Act. Under the 1839 Act, 12
months protection was given to the Design of the Ornamentation, Shape or Configuration of most manufactured articles,
while metal articles received three years protection. This was registered, by the deposit, with the Registrar of Designs, of
copies of the design under the Proprietor’s name. On acceptance, the Registrar issued the Proprietor with a Certificate,
with the Acceptance number inscribed. The representations of these Designs are in BT42, numerically arranged in order
of registration. There are six Representation Books in this particular series containing 1398 noted articles. Research of
them is greatly helped by provision of an index of proprietors’ names for the period 1839-1842.
To my great pleasure, one, William Smith of Birmingham, had issued to him Certificate No.1372 in respect of a
Design for a Scotch Needle Case on the 22nd July 1842. This was detailed on Folio No.1104, in the Representation Book
No.6, as shown in the accompanying photographs.

Photo showing the Registration Certificate for 22nd July, 1842

Photo showing the box and inscription with the
Registration Certificate folded back.

So my quest to find the source of Jane’s needle box number turned out to be quite exciting, as No.1372 was not
a Registered Number but a Certificated Number, surely more prized and sought after? It is the earliest known
Registration of an Mauchline Ware artefact, preceding any of the succeeding Patents or Registered Designs. Also, I am
reliably informed, that this took place during the period when there was the break in the Smith Brothers partnership.
Peter Laird

More about
Saltburn!

F

ollowing the article in
Journal No.77 August
2011, it was good to find an
even better transfer of the Pleasure
Grounds there. I was even more
pleased to find a napkin ring with a
photograph of the tramway which
replaced the cliff lift shown on the
transfer in the article.
17

Chintz

With thanks to: Christabelle Davey, Diana Kwader,
Daphne Pennell, Maureen Simpson-Gilbert.
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Notes and Queries

!

!

Ian McFeeter writes with regard to
Ken’s item on St. Ann of Beaupre:
Perhaps they were catering for both
populations in Canada! I have the
same picture on a napkin ring, but
with the Title, Ste. Anne de Beaupre.
They are positively polyglot, for on
the halo round her head is the
inscription, ‘Sancta Anna ora pro
nobis’!!!

Ron Craig sent in this unusual transfer of THE
SOUTERS OF CROMARTY, the two headlands at the
mouth of the Cromarty Firth, said to be so called from
their resemblance to giant cobblers, bending over their
lasts.

!

Christabelle Davey sent a
further example of a
composite box.

!

Following the photo feature in the last
Journal, member Margaret Wilsher
has added another to our list of known
heraldic pieces - the CITY OF
EXETER.

!?

Member Pam Palmer has sent these photographs of a
tatting shuttle she recently acquired. She says that in
nearly 40 years of collecting this is the only photographic
tatting shuttle she has found. The image on the shuttle is
only 1" x 5/8". She wonders if any members have other
photographic shuttles or a larger version of this
photograph to allow her
to identify what she
thinks may be a wheel in
the lower right of the
photograph, and also
possible faces at the
upstairs windows.

!

Another retailer to
add to our lists.
Norrie seems to have
been active in the
1870s.

?

New member Margaret
Correia asked for help in
identifying the use of this
attractive piece whose purpose
was unknown even to the dealer
who sold it. It is, in fact, a pen
wiper from the days when
people
used real
ink and
dip pens.
Equally interesting, however,
was the inscription on the
back section of the wiper
which is not one that I have
come across before.

?

Member Sir Alasdair Munro has written about he and
his wife’s collection of 43 pieces with Vermont scenes on
Mauchline Ware. Of the 30 listed scenes in Trachtenberg
& Keith’s he says he has most (some duplicates) and has
found a further 7 unlisted views. He finds it incredible to
think that a state the size of Vermont (second smallest in
the US with only some 650,000 population today) would
have attracted such interest 150 or so years ago!!
If any members have Vermont Mauchline scenes he would
be interested in knowing (and buying, if for sale).
Sir Alasdair T. Munro, Bt
PO BOX 940, 384 River Ridge Road
Waitsfield, Vermont, 05673
Tel (802)496-2213
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Dates for Your Diary

A

Museum Corner

record number of 11.800 visitors came to
Mauchline on Saturday June 2nd - Holy Fair Day.
Twelve hundred visited Nance Tinnocks and
admired the Mauchline Ware on display.
The Burns House Museum continues to attract
visitors and is open Tuesday- Saturday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
(telephone 01290 550045). The New Baird in Cumnock is
open Thursday - Saturday 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. (telephone
01290 427024). Always telephone beforehand saying you
are a MWCC member. If you have a specific request do let
the staff know and they will have the items on hand.
There is a veritable treasure trove of Mauchline Ware in
store available for inspection, give plenty of notice
if you want to take advantage of this facility.
Alex Wilson

3-7 October 2012 - Eastbourne Convention
There has been a very good uptake for
what promises to be an excellent
Convention, but if any member still wishes to book, they
should contact John Downer directly by email:
john@johndowner.com or phone: 02380254969.
1 December 2012 - Regional Meeting Warwick
See enclosed sheet.
Bowman Antiques Fairs are holding the following fairs
and are offering admission at 2 for the price of 1 to
members on production of this article.
• Yorkshire Antiques and Art Fair, The Great
Yorkshire Showground, Harrogate: 17th and 18th
November at 10a.m. - 5p.m.
• Stafford Bingley Hall 3 Day Antique Fair at Stafford
County Showground: 10th to 12th August; 28th to 30th
September; 7th to 9th December, all at 10a.m.- 5p.m.

New Members
We welcome the following new members to the Club:
Mrs Margaret Correia from Nairn,
Mrs Sue Dowdall from Balcombe, Sussex,
Mr D. A. Giles from Great Waldingfield, Sudbury,
Ms Jeanie Jenkins from Hastings, New Zealand,
Ms C. Tout from Brockworth, Gloucestershire.

12 May 2013 - Regional Meeting at Coldstream

Notes from the
Webmaster

A

lthough there continues to be a
good use of our website by visitors, members’
contributions continue to be in short supply. To
be really effective our site needs to have new material
added to it regularly, and this cannot be done by one
single person. At present the Finishes section particularly
needs new examples of finishes other than Transfer Ware.
If you can help please e-mail digital pictures of Fern
Ware, Black Lacquer, Tartan, and Alternative finishes to
me at
charles@turnellandgigon.com
If sending printed photographs please send to Charles
Hamer c/o the Club address: 14 Foxhill Crescent, Leeds,
West Yorkshire LS16 5PD

CLUB ADDRESSES
Mauchline Ware Collectors Club,
14 Foxhill Crescent, Leeds, West Yorkshire LS16 5PD
e-mail: contact@mauchlineware.com
(USA) Mauchline Ware Collectors Club,
P.O. Box 760888, Melrose, MA 02176
e-mail: mwcc.usa@gmail.com
Club Chairman: William Hodges
Telephone: 01865 881634
e-mail: william.hodges2@ntlworld.com
Club Secretary: Christabelle Davey
e-mail: christabelle@daveyleeds.eu

And Finally. . .

Website: www.mauchlineware.com

Just what a travelling
editor needs! This Prince
Charlie tartan travelling
inkwell was a real find at a
recent fair.

Contributions to the Journal. Please send contributions
by the 17 October for the December issue to
Jane Bowen, Editor
4 Byers Close, Belford,
Northumberland NE70 7DA.
Telephone: 01668 219653
e-mail: boward@hotmail.co.uk
All web site contributions to Charles Hamer:
e-mail: charles@turnellandgigon.com
© Copyright 2012 Mauchline Ware Collectors Club and Authors. All
rights reserved. No part of this Journal may be reprinted or reproduced
in any form, or used in any information storage and retrieval system
without the permission of the MWCC and the authors.
Printed by Azure Printing, Pegswood, Morpeth, Northumberland.
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